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4

Abstract5

This study, exchange rate management and the survival of the industrial subsector of Nigeria,6

identifies weak productive base as a major problem facing the industrial sector. In view of the7

above problem, the objective of the study is to examine how devaluation of the naira affects8

the survival of the industrial subsector in Nigeria (1990-2013) with the aim of proffering9

solutions of increased productivity in the economy. The study is anchored on balance of10

payment theory Secondary data used for this study were sourced from CBN statistical11

bulletin. Ordinary Least Square (OLS) regression method was used to examine the12

relationship between manufacturing capacity utilization (dependent variable) and exchange13

rate, export, GDP and inflation (independent variables). The result shows that manufacturing14

capacity utilization has positive relationship with exchange rate and export. The study15

recommends that manufacturing firms should embark on production of quality goods and the16

Government should encourage the development of local industrial subsector.17
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Abstract-This study, exchange rate management and the survival of the industrial subsector of Nigeria,20

identifies weak productive base as a major problem facing the industrial sector. In view of the above problem, the21
objective of the study is to examine how devaluation of the naira affects the survival of the industrial subsector22
in ??igeria (1990 ??igeria ( -2013) ) with the aim of proffering solutions of increased productivity in the economy.23
The study is anchored on balance of payment theory Secondary data used for this study were sourced from24
CBN statistical bulletin. Ordinary Least Square (OLS) regression method was used to examine the relationship25
between manufacturing capacity utilization (dependent variable) and exchange rate, export, GDP and inflation26
(independent variables). The result shows that manufacturing capacity utilization has positive relationship with27
exchange rate and export. The study recommends that manufacturing firms should embark on production of28
quality goods and the Government should encourage the development of local industrial subsector.29

GJMBR -A Classification : JEL Code: L00 Introduction he exchange rate, which is a price of the domestic30
currency in terms of other currency, is usually determined in principle by the interplay of supply and demand31
in a free market environment. In practice, no currency is allowed to float freely by the monetary authorities,32
so nation’s monetary authorities regulate currency between the fixed and floating exchange rate systems and33
other regimes, such as dual managed. In Nigeria, according to Obadan (2002), past exchange rate policies have34
been designed with a bias towards demand management, as the supply side has always been limited by the35
monoculture base of the economy, where foreign exchange inflow is dominated by-oil export proceeds. The main36
objectives of exchange rate policy in Nigeria are to preserve the international value of the domestic currency,37
maintain a favourable external reserve position. According to Obaseki (2001) the central bank has implemented38
different techniques in the management of the exchange rate of the naira. In low domestic output and high39
import levels of goods and services, the pressure in the foreign exchange market has been the inability of the40
manufacturing sector to increase its levels of output. Nnanna (2002), states that the subsector has failed to41
produce enough import-substitutes that would have helped to switch demand away from the foreign products to42
the domestic substitutes. Also, the sub-sector has failed to expand exports to earn foreign exchange which would43
have increased the supply base thus, enhance the economy’s external balance. It is acknowledged however that44
this failure by the local manufacturing industry is the direct result of the lack of a conducive environment and45
infrastructural deficiencies in critical areas of production, like erratic power supply ,bad roads. This work looks46
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4 C) EMPIRICAL REVIEW

at exchange rate management and survival of industrial subsector in Nigeria between 1990-2013, with particular47
reference to the manufacturing subsector.48

Exchange Rate management varies from time to time according to market dynamism, where supply and demand49
are unstable. There is floating exchange rate which is market determined, according to basket of currencies: The50
Central Bank allows exchange rate of naira to other currencies to be determined by market forces. This makes51
the currencies of other countries to be part in determining the value of the naira. However, the mechanism52
with which the conversion takes place is hinged on rate of industrial productivity where our finished goods need53
to be exchanged with other countries. Nigeria as a developing nation produces less and imports more of the54
output used in industry ,this affects the rate of industrialization and the exchange rate. Between 1990 to 201355
Nigeria has passed through series of exchange rate control, because productive base of the economy is weak,56
so the rate of exchange of naira to other currencies is weak, and this has direct proportionality between the57
exchange rate of naira and solidity of the productive base of the economy. Incidentally, exchange rate has been58
changing against the value of the naira consistently since 1990, this has adverse effect on manufacturing capacity59
utilization, exchange rate, export, Gross Domestic Products and rate of industrialization. Therefore, this study60
seeks to critically examine the extent to which exchange rate management affects the survival of the industrial61
subsector in Nigeria economy between 1990 to 2013.62

The broad objective of the study is to ascertain the extent to which exchange rate management affects the63
survival of industrial subsector in Nigeria between 1990 and 2013, while the study specifically seeks. To examine64
how devaluation of the naira affected survival of industrial subsector in Nigeria between 1990 and 2013.65

1 Year ( )66

A a) Hypothesis H A Devaluation of naira affects the survival of industrial subsector positively.67

2 II.68

Review of Related Literature a) Conceptual Review Because of the importance of exchange rates, governments69
take active interest in their determination, exchange rate management is associated with currency transactions70
designed to meet and receive overseas payment. According to Kofi Bofi (2013) effective foreign exchange71
management improves profitability. Beyond these transactions, foreign exchange management requires monetary72
authorities to understand the relevant factors that influence currency values and how they can be managed73
in order to optimize profit. The study considers some of these relevant variables as gross domestic product,74
exchange rate, export, manufacturing capacity utilization, rate of industrialization, and rate of inflation with75
regards to their contributions to the survival of Exchange rate is the price of domestic currency in terms of76
other countries currency plays a vital role in connecting the price systems in different countries, thus enabling77
traders to compare prices directly (Darlington (2014). Manufacturing capacity utilization, this is the extent to78
which a nation or enterprises actually uses its installed productive capacity. Economically, if market demand79
grows, capacity utilization will rise, if demand weakens, capacity utilization will fall (Wikipedia). According to80
Paul Samuelson (2002) inflation rate is the percentage of annual increase in general price levels of goods and81
services. GDP is the monetary value of all the finished goods and services produced within a country’s border in82
a specified period, usually one year. Export as well is a function of international trade whereby goods produced83
in one country are shipped to another country for future sale or trade. The sale of such goods adds to the84
production of nation’s gross profit (Investopedia 2014). Rate of industrialization which is the process in which a85
society or country transforms its self from a primarily agricultural society into one based on the manufacturing86
of goods and services, individual manual labour is often replaced by mechanized mass production and craft-men87
replaced by assembly lines. This study seeks to x-ray the contributions of these variables as they concern effective88
exchange rate management visa-a-vise survival of the industrial subsector in Nigeria between 1990 to 2013.89

3 b) Theoretical Framework90

This study adopts (BOP) balance of payment theory (www. Iosrjournal.org) this theory explains that exchange91
is determined by the capital flow arising from international trade in goods and service and financial assets in such92
a manner that the balance of payment equality is maintained at all times. It thus, uses the balance of payment93
equality as a condition of equilibrium in the foreign exchange market. This theory holds free of this study in94
that capital flow can only be increased when the weak productive base captured as one of the major problems of95
this study is strengthened for mass production that will ignite increase in demand of finished goods with direct96
increase in countries export.97

4 c) Empirical Review98

A number of scholarly works have been carried out on exchange rate management, these include: Obadan,99
(2005:), carried out a research on the reason for constant fluctuation of exchange rate in Nigeria to discredit of100
the Naira. He interviewed 210 senior employee of central bank of Nigeria Lagos. 190, representing 90.48% agreed101
that constant fluctuation of the naira with respect to other currency especially British Pounds and U.S Dollar102
greatly undermines the value of the naira while 20 representing 9.52% disagreed.103
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Moser (2005:) carried out a research on why manufacturing firms and there output in Nigeria often fall104
below their counterparts in other developing countries in the area of cost of input minimization. He selected105
Green Turtus Apapa Lagos for his study. Of the 108 middle and the senior employee studied, 73 representing106
67.59% agreed that cost of production is very high in Nigerian manufacturing firms while 35 representing 32.14%107
disagreed.108

Masha and Adamgbe (2003:) carried out the research on whether Dutch Auction System affects manufacturing109
firms. They carried out their research in Aluminum Manufacturing Company (ANAMMCO) Emene Enugu. 77110
senior and middle employees were interview. 52 representing 67.53% agreed that Dutch Auction System affect111
the productivity of manufacturing firms while 25 representing 32.47% disagreed. Morley (1992) analyzed the112
effect of real exchange rate on output for twenty eight developing countries that have devalued their currency113
using a regression framework. After the introduction of controls for factors that could simultaneously induce114
devaluation and reduce output including terms of trade, input growth, the money supply, and the fiscal balance,115
he discovered that depreciation of the level of the real exchange rate reduced the output. In Nigeria Odusola and116
Akinlo (2001) examined the linkage among exchange rate, inflation and output in Nigeria. A structural VAR117
model was employed which captured the interactions between exchange rate and output. Evidence from the118
contemporaneous models showed a contractionary impact of the parallel exchange rate on output only in short119
term. They added that output and parallel exchange rate were significant determinants of inflation dynamism in120
Nigeria. The authors concluded by suggesting the formulation of monetary policies that enhance income growth,121
Ubok-Udom (2004) examined the relationship between exchange rate variations ( and currency depreciation)122
and the growth of domestic output in the Nigeria economy over a 25 year period ,he expressed the growth of123
domestic output (total GDP, non-oil GDP and GDP) as a linear function of variation on the average nominal124
exchange rate, while a dummy variable was used to capture the period of currency depreciation and a time125
trend variable, which is expected to reflect the influence of any time trend on output growth. This equation was126
estimated using both naira value output and US dollar value output respectively. The result of the study showed127
that all the coefficient of the major explanatory variable (exchange rate variation dummy variable capturing128
currency depreciation) has negative signs in all the estimated equation. He interprets the result that the rate of129
growth of total GDP and non-oil GDP tends to decline or rise with nominal naira dollar exchange rate and the130
co-efficient of the major explanatory variables with naira valued GDP were statistically insignificant while that of131
dollar valued were statistically significant at 5% and 10% levels. Morley (1992) and Ubok -Udom (2004) nearly132
captured the tenets of this study but they lack time recency and Morley converged developing countries without133
a particular reference. Therefore, this study seeks to bridge these gaps by adopting empirical analysis in addition134
to ordinary least square (OLS) regression method to examine variables as well as being specific to a particular135
country and filling the gap of time recency. Some of the above studies equally used simple percentage in their data136
analyses thereby creating a gap in knowledge. Therefore, this study seeks to bridge this gap by adopting empirical137
analyses in addition to Ordinary Least Square (OLS) regression method to examine the effect of exchange rate138
management on the survival of the industrial subsector vis-à-vis manufacturing capacity utilization, exchange139
rate, export, rate of industrial production, GDP and inflation.140

III.141

5 Data Analysis142

The study adopts correlational survey. Usually such studies indicate the direction and magnitude of the143
relationship that exist between variables (Nworgu 2006). specifically the study applies regression approach in144
the analysis on how exchange rate management affects survival of industrial subsector in ??igeria (1990 ??igeria145
( -2013)). The study covers manufacturing firms and their contributions to GDP within south eastern part of146
Nigeria between 1990-2013. Secondary data were used for this study and these data were sourced from CBN147
statistical bulletin.148

Model was specified in line with the objective of the study. Ordinary least square (OLS) regression method149
was used to analyze the data collected. IV.150

6 Findings151

The p-value of the model is less than 0.05 which implies the model is adequate. Also, the t-test which shows152
the significance of each parameter in the model shows that three variables are significant in the model and just153
two, namely industrialization and inflation are insignificant. Overall, the Coefficient of determination is 70.5%154
which implies the independent variables considered can adequately explain up to 70.5% of the variation in the155
dependent variable. V.156

7 Discussion of Findings157

There was positive correlation between Exchange Rate and survival of industrial subsector in Nigeria as depicted158
by the rate of Manufacturing Capacity Utilization between 1990 and 2013. This implies that the industrialists159
were encouraged in their capacity utilizations as argued by Nnanna, (2002:) in the Literature Review that the160
subsector has failed to produce enough import substitutes that would have helped to switch demand away from161
the foreign products to the domestic products. The study discovered that there was Positive correlation between162
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Export Rate and survival of industrial subsector in Nigeria as depicted by the rate of Manufacturing Capacity163
Utilization between 1990 and 2013. This agrees with that of Moha (2010:) in the literature review that the164
more market forces determine the exchange rate of the naira the better for the economy of the industries. But165
is not strictly so always as there are times when governments peg the exchange rate undermining the market166
forces. The study discovered that there was no positive correlation between Growth Rate of GDP and survival of167
industrial subsector in Nigeria as depicted by the rate of Manufacturing Capacity Utilization between 1990 and168
2013. This agrees with the view of Obadan (2002:) in the Literature Review that excise duty did not contribute169
much to the developing economy of Nigeria. The study discovered that there was no positive correlation between170
Rate of Industrialization and survival of industrial subsector in Nigeria as depicted by the rate of Manufacturing171
Capacity Utilization between 1990 and 2013. This agrees with the view of Torrey (2013:) in the literature review172
that allowing trade liberalization to entirely determine international trade is detrimental to the local economy.173
That explains why despite the merits of liberalization, countries still impose restrictions on international trade.174
The study discovered that there was no positive correlation between Inflation Rate and survival of industrial175
subsector in Nigeria as depicted by the rate of Manufacturing Capacity Utilization between 1990 and 2013. This176
agrees with the observation of Osaka, Masha and Adamgbe (2003:) in the literature review that double digit177
inflation has greatly retarded growth of the Nigeria Economy since 1990.178

8 VI.179

9 Conclusion180

A number of factors have contributed to the dwindling fortunes of the naira in all the foreign exchange markets.181
Some of them are fundamental while others are secondary ??Obadan, 2001). The fundamental factors emanate182
from structural imbalances relating to: Weak production base and undiversified nature of the economy; Import-183
dependent production structure; fragile export base and weak non-oil export earnings; VII.184

10 Recommendations185

In view of the arguments so far in this research the following are recommended:186
1. Manufacturing firms should produce quality goods that attract international patronage in order to boost187

GDP. 1 2

Figure 1: Exchange
188

1© 2014 Global Journals Inc. (US)
2Exchange Rate Management and the Survival of the Industrial Subsector ofNigeria (1990Nigeria ( -2013) )
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3

1 : Exchange Rate and Industrial Subsector
Year Manufacturing Capacity Exchange Export GDP

Growth
Rate of Inflation

Utilization
Y

Rate X 1 X 2 Rate X 3 Industrialization
X 4

rate X 5

1990 40.3 8.04 405.50 8.30 - 7.50
1991 42.0 9.91 472.00 4.60 130.50 12.70
1992 38.1 17.30 244.40 3.00 138.80 44.81
1993 37.2 22.05 227.80 2.70 136.20 57.17
1994 30.4 21.89 244.40 1.30 131.70 57.03
1995 29.3 81.20 285.70 2.20 129.20 72.81
1996 32.5 81.20 927.57 3.40 128.80 29.29
1997 30.4 82.00 128.62 3.20 132.50 10.67

Figure 2: Table 3 .

6. Government should necessarilyencourage
increased productivity of manufacturing firms in
order to boost GDP.

Figure 3:
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